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THE ISSUES OF TRAINING ON SECURE CODING
The cost of security breaches are skyrocketing, bug bounty programs are getting expensive, cybersecurity
professionals are difficult to find, and developers don’t want to take security training or they’re “too busy”
working on new features. And to top it off, society is becoming more and more reliant on this technology
that untrained developers are building..

Introducing HackEDU!
It’s pretty simple - today’s security training isn’t good enough. Here are some of the problems we are
solving.
• Developers Don’t Want to Take Training
HackEDU training is different in that it focuses on offensive security which is both more interesting
than defensive only training and uses developer’s interest in problem solving.
To create additional incentives we can set up awards for developers. With our platform you can create
a contest so that developers can win money/prizes. Developers take all of the lessons so they are
prepared for the competition.
We are confident in our training - if a developer takes fewer than 3 lessons, we’re happy to refund
their seat.
• Videos Are Not Engaging
Developers are tinkerers. They don’t learn by watching videos, they learn through experimentation.
Drop off rates in with popular security training videos are around 83% - far less than our interactive
training.
• Developers are Busy Working on Product Features
We’ve all been here, and it’s true. Developers are busy and your company needs to keep releasing
new features and supporting your current products.
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This is going to be true this quarter, and in Q2, and Q3. This is today’s reality - your developers are
busy.
But this is the point - you need your developers to be efficient, which means they need to understand
how to develop secure code. The earlier vulnerabilities are found in the development life cycle, the
cheaper and faster they are to fix. You don’t want your developers releasing code with the same
vulnerabilities over and over again and have to wait for your security team to find and fix them. A
"secure at the source" approach to development had a fourfold return on application security
investments (the Aberdeen Group).
Data breaches are expensive. You lose consumer trust, pay for lawsuits, scramble to fix bugs - the list
goes on. In fact, the average data breach cost companies $3.5M.
• Defensive Solutions Are Not Effective
We have found that when developers understand how an attacker thinks about approaching their
application it is much more effective for reducing the number of vulnerabilities than traditional
defensive training. Developers learn the common security pitfalls much more quickly and can secure
code more effectively.
When security teams are tasked with finding and fixing vulnerabilities without developer support, this
leads to a significant gap between developers and the security team.
• There is a Gap Between Developers and Security
In many organizations, it doesn’t feel like developers and security are on the same team. Security
understands the risks of deploying vulnerable code, but developers are under extreme pressure to
release new features and view security as restrictions or red tape that is slowing them down.
The key to closing this gap is:
•
•
•

Getting engineers to properly understand risks
Transitioning security ownership to the engineering team
Building engineers excitement about security

• Setting up Environments for Security Training is Complex
Sure, Virtual Machines (VMs) are available to practice application security techniques. But if you’re a
Security Engineer trying to organize training for your company, you have to try to get your entire team
set up in an environment where you have access to these VMs, or get them to run the VMs locally.
Developers have to set up proxies and other tools, and it ends up being a massive time commitment,
just for the setup.
HackEDU’s platform makes it so you can skip the entire environment setup process and jump right
into the hands-on training.
• Setting Up Internal Security Training Takes a Long Time
We’ve spent thousands of hours building tools and content to train engineering teams.
You can think about us as an extension to your security team. We’ll be the ones dedicated to creating
great content on an awesome platform that fits your organization’s needs. We’ll work with you to
customize the training to your needs.
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WHY IS SECURE DEVELOPMENT TRAINING NEEDED?
Secure Development Training, or Secure Coding Training, is training for software developers where they
can learn to develop safer code. It usually involves going over top vulnerabilities such as OWASP Top 10
or CWE/SANS Top 25, discusses how to code defensively against these vulnerabilities, and explores best
practices for developing secure code.
The vast majority of computer science graduates have never taken secure development training and dnot
know about types of vulnerabilities or how to defend against them. Universities need to do better.
Developers graduate and take a job where most of the time they, again, do not receive secure
development training. Many software engineers continue to progress in their careers without getting the
secure coding fundamentals that are vital to keeping products safe. These are the same software
engineers that are developing the software in your cars, pacemakers, social networks, financial
applications, and developing code in your organization. Vulnerabilities increase the risk of data breaches,
financial loss, and in the most extreme circumstances can even cause fatalities. Secure development
training will reduce the risk of these incidents.
Now, will secure development training stop all vulnerabilities? No. However, it is the first step in reducing
the risk of vulnerabilities in software. Software developers need to be part of the solution and take
responsibility for their code. Too many times software engineering organizations expect their security
team to conduct application security tests and fix the code when issues are found. This does not work for
several reasons. First, no one knows the software better than the software developer who coded it.
Second, security and software developers should be on the same team with both taking responsibility for
the security of the application. Throwing bad code over the fence to security engineers is irresponsible
and costly. The further along in the development/production process where a vulnerability is found the
more costly it is to find and fix. It is better to do as much as possible from the beginning to stop
vulnerabilities at the source.
Many companies do not have secure development training. They are the ones that pay out bug bounties
for the same vulnerability type over and over, and the ones that have the same vulnerability types come
up in Common Vulnerability Exposures (CVEs) again and again. Training developers stops this pattern,
saves money, reduces the risk of a security breach via developed software, and saves time.
If software developers have had secure development training in the past, it doesn’t necessarily mean they
remember everything and they may not be up on the latest attacks and defensive techniques. It is
important to have the training on a yearly basis to refresh their skills and learn about the latest threats.
You wouldn’t trust someone that had CPR training 10 years ago as much as you would someone that had
it last year, right? The refresher training will result in a reduction in cost, risk, and the return on investment
is huge.
Still don’t know why Secure Development Training is needed? Go ask your software engineers if they know
what a Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) vulnerability is and how to defend against it. If they cannot tell
you off the top of their head (without confusing it with a Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability, which is
common), then that is why you need Secure Development Training..
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WHY AN OFFENSIVE APPROACH TO SECURITY
TRAINING IS EFFECTIVE?
There is a saying in security that defenders have to be right 100% of the time, but attackers only have to
be right once. While this may be an oversimplification, it illustrates that defenders need to understand
how attackers think so they can anticipate attacks—the best defenders are those who truly understand
offense.
Unfortunately, most training only focuses on defense. This is especially true with secure coding training.
Most secure coding training courses either walk through code vulnerabilities and how to write secure
code or detail which libraries to use and how to manage a secure software development lifecycle (SDLC).
This type of training lacks a discussion of offense, and so gives software developers a one-sided view of
secure coding. However, to write secure code developers must understand the minds of an attacker: how
one thinks about applications and exploits their weaknesses.
By understanding offensive methods, developers become better defenders. Developers learn the
fundamentals about vulnerabilities and the mechanics way more than from the defensive side. This may
make sense conceptually, but there is also a study that shows this is the case. The University of Mannheim
study, Evaluation of the Offensive Approach in Information Security Education, found that students who
received offensive training discovered more vulnerabilities and achieved higher scores on security tests
than students who only had defensive training.
The study found that hands-on offensive security training resulted in:
•
•
•

An improved ability to write secure software
A better understanding of how software systems are hacked
The ability to solve security-related problems faster

Secure coding training should include an offensive component to give students a well-rounded
understanding of code vulnerabilities. This will also help keep students engaged by teaching them a new
perspective and giving them the chance to think like an attacker.
HackEDU’s Secure Development Training uses hands-on offensive security training techniques as well as
defensive instruction..

Simplified representation of the processing of an SQL prepared statement
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ABOUT HACKEDU
HackEDU’s mission is to provide best in class interactive cybersecurity training. Whether you are someone
brand new to the field looking to break in or a developer looking to code more securely, we are passionate
about teaching. Our aim is to lower barriers to learn security and give safe and legal environments for
exploration. Only then will the industry flourish with more cybersecurity professionals and security
champions.
Our decades of cybersecurity experience helps us shape our platform and curriculum. We are always
looking for cybersecurity experts that are passionate about teaching.

HackEDU features
Offensive & Defensive
Approach

Proven to be more effective
and more engaging than
defensive training alone.

Save Developer Time

This training has a 4.4x ROI on
saving
developer
time.
Developers can do these
lessons over time at their
own pace.

Accountability with Code
Fixes

Developers must correctly fix
vulnerable code to pass
lessons. To train developers
effectively, they need to
code.

Gamification
Certify Developers
Compliance

Developers can compete,
challenge, and earn points in
capture the flag style
challenges. This further
engages developers to learn
secure coding practices.

Developers
earn
the
HackEDU certification for
completion and passing all
code patches.

Meet & manage PCI-DSS,
GDPR, FADP, NIST 800-53,
SOC
developer
training
requirements..
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HOW TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL SECURE CODING
TRAINING PLAN
Developing a secure coding training plan for frontend and backend developers as well as Quality
Assurance (QA) engineers can be difficult. How can you develop an effective training plan that reduces
vulnerabilities, doesn’t take time away from product development, and that developers will appreciate?
Based on working with hundreds of organizations and tens of thousands of developers, we have derived
best practices; whether you use HackEDU, another vendor, or develop training internally.
Every company is unique, so “best practices” for one organization may not always be the best practice for
another organization. So conforming to all “best practices” laid out in this article may not be possible or
even ideal. Try to optimize in as many areas as possible to get the most effective secure coding training
plan. If you have any questions or would like help creating a training plan, whether it is with HackEDU or
not, please reach out to info@advanction.com.

Training Content
Hands-on training, requiring developers to actually code, is highly recommended. This ensures that
developers are practicing what they are learning and getting experience in the outcome; secure coding.
Multiple-choice lessons, videos, and slides are not as effective as real hands-on coding.
Most companies that have tried videos or slides for developer training have come to the conclusion that
it is not effective because it does not engage developers, and developers do not have the opportunity to
practice the skills they are learning. Developers do not take the training seriously because they enjoy
solving problems and writing code, not watching videos or slides on secure coding. Putting in a little more
effort into hands-on training can have a tremendous impact.
Hands-on training should include practicing finding and fixing vulnerabilities in code. In addition,
developers should be taught the offensive side of security. It has been shown to be more effective than
defensive training alone. The offensive side of application security gives developers a deep understanding
of the mechanics and fundamentals of vulnerabilities so they can think beyond just one scenario; instead
being able to think through generalized attack scenarios and better defend.

Training Schedule
Training as a one-time event, rather than being consistent throughout the year, is not as effective and
leads to more push back from developers. Developers do not want to be forced to take training in a short
duration, such as one week or even one day. Developers have a lot of priorities so on-demand training
often works better for their schedule. In addition, it makes developers feel like they have more ownership
of their training, therefore less forced.
Spreading training out over an entire year also ensures that it does not take too much time away from the
organization’s product roadmap. Ideally, 1-2 hours of training should be scheduled every month so that
developers are not too distracted from developing, and security skills are building up over time.
Sometimes there are compliance deadlines and it’s not always possible to spread training out throughout
the year. If there is a compliance deadline, then the lessons required for compliance should be taken.
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Additional lessons, 1-2 hours every month, should be assigned to build and reinforce secure coding
knowledge.

Training Topics
Developers should receive different training based on their role and their seniority. With that said all
developers should go through the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 vulnerabilities
to gain a basic understanding of their mechanics and how to prevent them. More senior developers may
be given an opportunity to test out of the basic training.
Training results should be tracked and developers who are not doing well in certain topics should be
assigned additional training in those areas.
Below are role-based training recommendations.
Backend Developer
• Lessons on each of the OWASP Top 10
• Cross-Site Request Forgery
• NoSQL Injection (*if applicable*)
• JSON Web Token (JWT) Authentication Security (*if applicable*)
• Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Lesson 2
• Real-World Lessons (e.g. Capital One Breach, Drupalgeddon2 Remote Code Execution, Remote
Code Execution (gm convert), SQL Injection with SQLMap, and Blind XXE)
Frontend Developer
• Lessons on each of the OWASP Top 10
• Cross-Site Request Forgery
• JSON Web Token (JWT) Authentication Security (*if applicable*)
• Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Advanced lesson
• Real-World Lessons (e.g. Capital One Breach, MySpace “Samy” Worm, XSS in Third-Party
Integration, ClickJacking, Blind XXE)
Quality Assurance (QA) Engineer
It is important for QAs to have a hands-on understanding of software vulnerabilities. Some QAs are not as
strong with coding, so allowing them to opt-out of taking the coding part could be beneficial. In addition,
having challenges or labs they can go through to practice finding vulnerabilities and using a web proxy, is
important.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lessons on each of the OWASP Top 10
Cross-Site Request Forgery
NoSQL Injection (*if applicable*)
JSON Web Token (JWT) Authentication Security (*if applicable*)
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Lesson 2
Real-World Lessons (e.g. Capital One Breach, Apache Struts 2, Drupalgeddon2 Remote Code
Execution, Remote Code Execution (gm convert), SQL Injection with SQLMap, XSS in Third-Party
Integration, and Blind XXE)
Memory Management Lessons (Stack Overflow, Off-By-One, Heap Overflow, Format String)
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•

Offensive Based Challenges (e.g. CTF style “testing” challenges, such as /etc/passed File, Indicating
Hints, Bank Transfer, etc.)

Senior Developer
Senior developers should focus on lessons that go through real-world examples. Besides going through
standard lessons based on their role, it is important to go deeper. It is one thing to make up an application
with a vulnerability, it is another to see how a vulnerability ended up in an organization's production code.
Real-world examples tend to be more nuanced and can sometimes rely on several vulnerabilities for the
application to be exploitable. It is highly recommended that senior developers are exposed to these realworld examples and have lessons that walk through how to defend in these scenarios.
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HOW TO RUN AN EFFECTIVE APPLICATION SECURITY
PROGRAM REMOTELY
The good news is that running an effective application security program remotely is no different than
running it in the office. However, the reality is that most companies are not at the point of being in this
sought after utopia of running an effective application security program in the office. Instead, application
security consists of a lot of manual processes, handholding, and looking over developers’ shoulders. The
three most important things in application security are automation, automation, automation.

Integrate Into Communication & Tracking Tools
An important first step is to integrate security notifications and tasks into your already existing SaaS tools
and workflows, such as JIRA, Slack, PagerDuty, MS Teams, etc. All tasks and notifications should be added
to these tools instead of being handled manually or put in yet another tool to check/login to. This ensures
that the security team and software developers will receive notices and be on top of tasks since they are
in the tools they already use.

Automate Tasks
Security tools should be run when needed through an automated workflow. Application Security Testing
(SAST) and Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) tools should be started when code is checked in
or deployed to development environments. Integrate SAST and DAST tools into CI/CD software such as
Jenkins or CircleCI to have them run automatically. When these tools detect issues, they should be
automatically assigned and tracked for remediation which can be done since the security tools are
integrated into the communication and tracking software.

Automate Rule Enforcement
Automate the enforcement of security rules and policies so that someone does not need to ensure they
are being met. This is especially true when everyone is working remotely and monitoring policies is nearly
impossible. For example, do not let developers check in or deploy code if there are known vulnerabilities
that have been found through SAST/DAST testing. Monitor task notification/tracking to ensure that
vulnerabilities are being remediated according to the timeframe required in security policies. Trying to do
this manually when in the office is difficult enough, but doing it while everyone is working remotely is
nearly impossible for all teams, and increasingly harder for large teams. Go through your security policies
and see which policies you can turn into automated checks.

Train On-demand
Train your software developers with on demand hands-on training. Training gives software developers
working from home a break and helps to provide them with variety in their day. Working from home for
some people can be difficult and helping to break up the day with something different can be useful.
HackEDU has seen an uptick in usage while people have been working from home. Training developers
helps to scale and automate the process of reducing vulnerabilities in software..
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CASE STUDY: DEVELOPERS FIND & FIX 5.6X MORE
VULNERABILITIES WITH HACKEDU'S TRAINING
Top Benefits Achieved
I principali vantaggi raggiunti
•
•
•

100% of developers improved their ability to find and fix software vulnerabilities
81% of vulnerabilities were found and fixed correctly up from just 14%
452% increase in secure coding knowledge

The challenge
A software technology company that has many of the Fortune 500 as their customers stores over 41
million records of end user data. The company wanted a training solution to both meet PCI secure coding
requirements, and reduce vulnerabilities in software to protect their applications and ultimately their end
users’ data.
The company wanted to show the effectiveness of the training solution so they could justify to engineering
leadership that time away from development was worthwhile, show the ROI for their internal security
budget, and measure the effectiveness for C level leadership.
Prior to taking any training the company gave a secure coding assessment to all developers. The
assessment consisted of multiple questions that consisted of finding a simple OWASP Top 10 vulnerability
in a specified function and to fix it. The assessment consisted of two SQL Injection vulnerabilities, one XML
External Entities (XXE) vulnerability, and one Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability. In addition, there was a
simple question on Insecure Deserialization. The developers were not given the answers to the questions,
but only given a final score.
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The developers averaged a score of just 19% and found & fixed an average of just 14% of the
vulnerabilities. 58% of developers were unable to successfully find & fix just one vulnerability.
Solution
The company decided to put all of their software developers through HackEDU’s hands-on secure coding
training. HackEDU offers interactive Secure Development Training to help software developers lower the
risk of vulnerabilities in code. The company’s developers went through an average of 12 of HackEDU’s 35
lessons and 12 challenges. HackEDU’s training helps developers improve their ability to write secure
software, boost their understanding of how software systems are hacked, and decrease the time to solve
security related problems. In addition, the training helped the company meet the PCI secure coding
training compliance requirements.
After the training and approximately 9 months after the initial assessment the developers were given
another assessment. This time the average score was 85% and the developers found 81% of the
vulnerabilities. 100% of the developers found & fixed a majority of the vulnerabilities in the assessment.
All of the developers improved their ability to find and fix vulnerabilities in code..
Results & Benefits
Not only did the developers improve their ability to code securely, but they also thought it was interesting
and enlightening. One developer wrote “I didn't know that the MD5 algorithm was not considered secure”
and another developer commented: “The hands on part was great!”

________________________________________________________
HackEDU is resold by Advanction S.A.
Contact us to know more:
Advanction S.A.
Via Nuaa, 20
6873 Corteglia – Castel San Pietro
Switzerland
www.advanction.com
info@advanction.com
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